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ABSTRACT
In trust negotiation approaches to authorization, previously unac-
quainted entities establish trust in one another gradually via the bi-
lateral and iterative exchange of policies and digital credentials. Al-
though this affords resource providers with an expressive means of
access control for open systems, the trust negotiation process incurs
non-trivial computational and communications costs. In this paper,
we propose Receipt-Mode Trust Negotiation (RMTN) as a means
of mitigating the performance penalties on servers that use trust
negotiation. RMTN provides a means of off-loading the major-
ity of the trust negotiation process to delegated receipt-generating
helper servers. RMTN ensures that helpers produce correct trust
negotiation protocol receipts, and that the helpers are incapable of
impersonating the resource server outside of the RMTN protocol.
We describe an initial implementation of our RMTN protocol on
a Linux testbed, discuss the security of this protocol, and present
experimental results indicating that the receipt-mode protocol does
indeed enhance the performance of resource servers that rely on
trust negotiation approaches to authorization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In open computing systems where resources are shared across

organizational boundaries, users and resource providers may not
always have trust relationships that are established a priori. As
such, traditional identity-based authorization mechanisms are un-
desirable. In trust negotiation approaches to authorization (e.g., [7,
15, 17, 20]), access control policies are expressed as declarative
specifications of the attributes that must be possessed by a principal
in order to be granted access to a particular resource. Attributes are
encoded in unforgeable and verifiable digital credentials issued by
third party certifiers like businesses, professional organizations, or
governmental bodies. Since sensitive credentials may themselves
be protected by access control policies of their own, a trust nego-
tiation session is a bilateral and iterative exchange of policies and
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credentials with the end goal of establishing trust between previ-
ously unacquainted principals.

Although trust negotiation offers an attractive and expressive means
of access control for open system environments, its utility comes
at the cost of non-trivial computational and communication over-
heads. In particular, servers that rely on trust negotiation approaches
to access control must not only serve the content that they pro-
vide, but also manage the state for all ongoing negotiation sessions.
Processing many concurrent trust negotiation sessions can quickly
overload such a server and can prevent it from carrying out its pri-
mary task, namely serving content to authorized users. The stan-
dard solution to this type of problem is load-balancing: replicat-
ing a service over additional similar hardware and distributing the
workload across these additional servers. Unfortunately, naively
replicating security systems gives rise to a variety of complica-
tions. For instance, are access control policies duplicated across
all servers? If so, how are they kept consistent over time? Is the
server’s credential replicated? If so, how can identity uniqueness
still be maintained? When a principal is authorized by one server,
is her proof of authorization transferable to all servers? If so, how
is this authorization synchronized?

A very constrained version of load-balancing can be employed
in which a principal is locked to the same server for authorization
and resource access for every request (i.e., load-balancing keyed on
principal id and resource). However, this defeats the inherent qual-
ities of pooled server resources: redundancy and optimal workload
distribution. Furthermore, it makes little sense to replicate the core
functionality of a resource server to compensate for overheads in-
duced solely by its authorization subsystem. Ideally, it would be
desirable to replicate only the security functionality that is actually
creating the performance bottleneck, and to do so in a fashion that
mitigates potential avenues of attack enabled by the replication of
security infrastructure.

Receipt-mode Trust Negotiation (RMTN) pursues exactly this
strategy for enhancing the performance of the access-control sys-
tem. The objective of RMTN is to reduce the server’s access control
overheads by off-loading the expensive portions of the trust negoti-
ation process to remote helper servers (also called helper nodes or
simply helpers), while providing high assurance that the remotely
negotiated trust was performed correctly. That is, RMTN allows
the server to focus on serving content and simply verify that the
trust negotiation process was carried out correctly and securely.
Additionally, RMTN allows the off-loaded trust negotiation pro-
cesses to be load-balanced (in any manner) to further improve the
performance of the access-control system. Finally, RMTN lever-
ages economics in load-balancing, as the hardware to process trust
negotiation does not necessarily have to be comparable to the hard-
ware required to serve resource requests. In exploring the RMTN



process, we make the following contributions:

• We present a RMTN mechanism that reduces the server-side
overheads of the trust negotiation process, thereby allowing
servers to focus solely on serving resource requests.

• We show that our protocol is secure. This entails showing
that two properties are respected: the server can verify that
the trust negotiation process carried out by a delegated helper
node was in fact executed correctly, and that helper nodes
cannot impersonate the resource server in any context other
than executing the RMTN protocol, including being hosted
in a hostile environment.

• We demonstrate that our Linux-based prototype RMTN sys-
tem does, in fact, allow servers to safely and securely serve
content in a scalable manner while leveraging trust negotia-
tion to authorize client resource requests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly explain the problems associated with naive implementations
of trust negotiation, and present a set of desirable qualities for sys-
tems designed to load-balance trust negotiation sessions. Section
3 discusses the principals within the system, and 4 presents the
Receipt-Mode Trust Negotiation protocol and its high-level prop-
erties. In Section 5, we describe the performance of an implemen-
tation of RMTN for the World Wide Web. We then discuss related
work in Section 6 and present our conclusions and directions for
future work in Section 7.

2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Trust negotiation is expensive: state must be kept between all

participating principals, the process is sequential, and trust negoti-
ation requires extensive asymmetric cryptographic operations (e.g.,
digital signatures and signature verifications). Not surprisingly, off-
loading trust negotiation can spare a resource server from having to
expend cycles during trust negotiation. However, distributing the
security components of a system presents new challenges. For in-
stance, how do we ensure that the off-loaded trust negotiation was
performed correctly? Likewise, how do we ensure that delegated
components cannot maliciously masquerade as the server? Can
the system scale in a manner consistent with typical load-balancing
schemes? Is it too burdensome to implement? At a minimum, our
new system must exhibit the following properties:

• Correctness. An off-loaded security system must be able
to produce the same access control decisions that the non-
enhanced system produces when using the same policy. That
is, for all principals, the access control decision generated
must be consistent regardless of whether an access control is
made locally or off-loaded to another component. If such a
system is unable to produce correct results, resources could
be compromised.

• Security. An off-loaded security system should be no less
secure than the original system. Current trust negotiation
mechanisms provide non-repudiation and prevent against cer-
tificate misuse (both fraud and privacy). Failing to provide
these same security guarantees is unacceptable.

• Efficiency. An off-loaded security system should be man-
ageable, but more specifically, such a system needs to be
more efficient (economically and with resources) than naive
load-balancing/replication and easy to integrate with existing
services. Failing to provide an efficient system will result in
non-deployment.

• Scalability. An off-loaded security system should exhibit
performance characteristics that scale at least as well as canon-
ical load-balancing mechanisms (i.e., full replication). If
such a system fails to be scalable, resources will be wasted.

This is the minimum set of desired properties for off-loaded se-
curity systems, as the particular application domain can always add
further specialized requirements.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we first describe the players in our proposed pro-

tocol and then discuss the nuance associated with delegating the
control of trust negotiation sessions to one or more helper servers.

3.1 Principals and Assumptions
In an open system, several principals can interact in an effort

to consume resources that are protected by authorization policies
governing their access. The following describes the participants in
our proposed RMTN protocols, including their job functions and
any assumptions regarding their trust.

Client A client seeks access to a policy-protected resource through
the use of applications under its control. The client is capa-
ble of entering into a trust negotiation session in an attempt
to satisfy the access control policies protecting the resource.
The client’s trust negotiation agent (a process executing at
the trust negotiation) has access to the client’s attribute cer-
tificates and private keys.

Server A server is responsible for serving content or resources that
may be protected by access control policies. The server’s
trust negotiation agent has access to the policies protecting
its resources, as well as the certificates and private keys de-
scribing the attributes of the server. The server does not in-
herently trust clients, and will grant client access to a par-
ticular resource if and only if the client can present a set of
credentials that satisfy the policy protecting the requested re-
source (via trust negotiation).

Helper Server A helper server is installed by a server admin that
wishes to off-load its trust negotiation process. In particular,
the helper remotely replaces the software trust negotiation
agent that would otherwise run on the server. The helper
has access to a copy of the policies that the server uses to
protect its resources, and the helper operates using restricted
versions of the server’s credentials (see Section 3.2).

3.2 Provisioning Helpers
The notion of using a helper server to facilitate trust negotiation

session may, at first blush, appear to violate basic security princi-
ples. In particular, helper servers require access to every credential
used by the server, yet conventional wisdom says that replicating
secrets leads to a higher likelihood that these secrets will be com-
promised. And indeed, if the server’s policies and credentials are
simply replicated, this would be the case: any compromised or ma-
licious helper could impersonate the server. This is clearly prob-
lematic. To address this issue, we borrow the concept of proxy
certificates [18] from the grid computing literature.

Proxy certificates were originally developed to allow a user’s cer-
tificates and keys to be managed by third parties during the exe-
cution of long-running processes. Rather than requiring a user to
surrender control of her long-term identity certificate, she can in-
stead create a temporary (proxy certificate, private key) pair. The
limited-lifetime proxy certificate is bound to the long term certifi-
cate, and indicates that the owner of the proxy certificate has the



ability to act on behalf of the owner of the long-term certificate. An
optional policy field can be used to indicate any restrictions on ex-
actly how the owner of the proxy certificate “speaks for” the owner
of the long-term certificate.

In our approach, we assume that helper servers are provisioned
with proxy credentials bound to the server’s long-term attribute
credentials, rather than the server’s sensitive attribute credentials
themselves. Further, a critical X.509 extension can be used to indi-
cate that these proxy certificates are to be used by RMTN servers
only. Since this extension is critical, nodes that do not understand
how to interpret the extension should reject the credential outright,
as defined in the X.509 specification [1]. Nodes that do understand
this extension will only allow the proxy certificate to be used in re-
sponse to a RMTN request. This use of proxy certificates is critical
to our ability to safely provision helper nodes without introduc-
ing security vulnerabilities into the system (e.g., malicious helpers
compromising the long-term credentials of the server).

4. PROTOCOL OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of our proposed RMTN

protocol. We begin with a discussion of each RMTN message type,
describe the basic protocol, and then present a performance analy-
sis of the client and server effort.

4.1 Protocol Philosophy and Basic Messages
Several system implementations for providing TN services ex-

ist today (e.g., TrustBuilder2 [13], Trust-X [7], PP-Trust-X [17],
and PeerTrust [15]). It is desirable for the RMTN protocol to lever-
age existing TN applications and, therefore, conscious decision was
made to ensure that the RMTN protocol is as agnostic as possible
to the TN messages generated by the application libraries. To this
end, our RMTN protocols are designed to facilitate and orchestrate
control transfers between the application-level protocols running
on some server to one or more distributed trust negotiation agents.
As such, the actual trust negotiation protocol implemented by the
agents can be left entirely unmodified, and the RMTN protocol re-
quires that only two new message types be specified:

RMTN Redirect (RMTN-RDR) This message allows an application-
level protocol running on some server to inform a remote
client that a transfer of control to some remote trust negotia-
tion helper is necessary.

RMTN Receipt (RMTN-RCP) This message allows the RMTN
subsystem to transfer control from the RMTN handler appli-
cation back to the application level protocol running on the
original remote server.

In short, the information contained in an RMTN-RDR message
enables the client to contact an appropriate helper (or helpers) for
the purpose of authorization via trust negotiation, and allows the re-
mote helper to determine which resource protection policy it should
use in the resulting trust negotiation session. The RMTN-RCP
message is used to encapsulate the state of the resulting trust ne-
gotiation, and allows the server to validate how and why the client
became authorized to access its service.

4.2 Basic RMTN
The basic form of our proposed RMTN protocol is illustrated

in Figure 1. This protocol begins when a client requests a policy-
protected resource from a server (message A). The server, recog-
nizing that the request is for a policy-protected resource, issues a
RMTN-RDR message to the client that designates (at least) one re-
mote helper that the client should use in order to off-load the hard

A. Resource Request

E. RMTN-RCP

F. Resource

Helper

D. RMTN-RCP

C. TN Session

B. RMTN-RDR

Client Server

Figure 1: Basic RMTN protocol.

work from the server (message B). Based on the parameters in
the RMTN-RDR message, the client and helper enter into a trust
negotiation session in order to find a set of the client’s credentials
that satisfy the resource access policy (messages C). Assuming a
satisfying set of credentials for the policy can be found, the helper
server generates a RMTN-RCP message for the client that encap-
sulates a digitally-signed, minimal representation of the protocol
state (message D).

The client can then present this receipt to the server (message
E). After verifying that the signature on the receipt was created by
an authorized helper and that the credentials presented by the client
match those identified in the receipt, the server can verify that the
credentials satisfy the policy implied by the client’s resource re-
quest and serve the resource (message F ). This is accomplished by
invoking a policy compliance checker on the policy protecting the
resource and the set of credentials provided by the client. This step
allows the server to “check the work” of the helper for correctness
without requiring the server to execute the entire protocol.

Client/Server Delay Trade-Offs. The response time gains
should be immediately realized in RMTN provided that the time
to perform TN is much greater than the time to serve the resource
originally requested. The time on the server to process a resource
request is O(Stn + Sr), where O(Stn) is the time to negoti-
ate trust with the client and O(Sr) is the time to serve the re-
source. The addition of a helper changes the response time to
O(Srdr + Htn + Crcp + Sr), where O(Srdr) is the time to
send the client the RMTN-RDR message, O(Htn) is the time to
negotiate trust on the helper and O(Crcp) is the time the client
takes in transmitting the receipt to the server. However, O(Htn)
occurs on the helper, so local processing resources on the server are
only O(Srdr + Crcp + Sr). And if we assume delivery time of
messages is negligible compared to TN or serving resources, then
the server is characterized by O(Sr).

Obviously, the response time the client sees is still limited by
O(Htn + Sr), but if the server has sufficient work, and the time
to serve a resource is much less than the time to negotiate trust,
i.e., O(Sr) � O(Stn), then the significant amount of time not
spent in TN on the server can be used to process more requests—
the aggregation of clients reap the improved response time. This
expected load-balancing advantage is validated in Section 5.
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Figure 2: Average request delay per webpage download with
and without trust negotiation enabled (log scale y-axis).

A Note on Initial Configuration. Before either of the above
RMTN protocols can be used, the helper nodes deployed in the
system require certain configuration information. Specifically, each
helper node needs (i) an identity certificate and signing key, (ii)
proxy certificates for each of the server attribute certificates that it
will have access to, and (iii) copies of the server policies that it
will be relied upon to enforce. While configuring the long-lived
identity certificates for a helper node should happen in an offline
manner, the remainder of the configuration can take place over a
private and authenticated channel (e.g., a TLS tunnel [9]) in an on-
demand manner. This type of on-the-fly provisioning is typical in
the grid environments for which proxy certificates were originally
designed, and does not conflict with our security goals.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our RMTN evaluation infrastructure is comprised of five AMD

Opteron 1352 (1GHz) processor-based servers, and a single P5-
based host running Linux 2.6.9. One AMD server, running Apache
httpd 2.0.52, acts as the resource server; two AMD servers act as
traffic generators; two AMD servers are used as RMTN helpers;
and the lower-end host acts as a simple client process used to mea-
sure system response times. We generate traffic to our web server
that ramps up from 4k requests to 18k requests (average over 5
minute intervals). Our web server has HTML files of ≈ 300KB,
up to ≈ 700KB. One page is protected by an extremely simple
TrustBuilder2 policy (the policy requires nine credentials to be ex-
changed within two rounds, i.e., three TrustBuilder2 messages, dur-
ing trust negotiation prior to termination). A client session consists
of one access to a protected resource, and nine subsequent accesses
to unprotected resources.

To validate the performance of RMTN, four configurations were
tested measuring average response time (see Figure 2 and note the
log scale Y axis). “No TN” represents a baseline without trust ne-
gotiation, in which the response time is about 100ms, regardless of
the load (i.e., the server was not the bottleneck). “TN on Server” is
when the server itself executes trust negotiation causing delays of
up to two orders of magnitude on every page access (i.e., not just the
policy-protected page). “TN w/Naive Replication” initially shows
improvement, however, as the workload increases naive replication
begins to suffer similar to the “TN on Server”, not surprisingly. Fi-
nally, when trust negotiation is off-loaded to a remote helper node

(“Remote Helper”) shows the intuition behind RMTN: allowing the
server to focus on serving content can ensure that content is served
efficiently. In particular, RMTN allows server throughput to remain
comparable to the baseline case (i.e., “No TN”) even when serving
thousands of clients per minute.

6. RELATED WORK
Trust negotiation has been an active area of research within the

security community over the last several years. In addition to re-
search on foundational issues like languages for expressing resource
access policies (e.g., [5, 6, 14]) and logics for reasoning about the
outcomes of negotiations (e.g., [8,22]), a number of research groups
have developed trust negotiation implementations for the purposes
of experimentation [7, 13, 21]. Others have also looked at opti-
mizations to the trust negotiation process, though these optimiza-
tions are typically related to either the amount of information re-
vealed during or the efficiency of a single trust negotiation ses-
sion [7, 12, 16, 23]. In contrast, we focus on optimizing the way in
which a server handles many concurrent trust negotiation sessions.

In many ways, receipt-mode trust negotiation can be classified as
a load balancing mechanism. Several techniques for load balancing
appear in the domain of networking (e.g., [2, 3, 10]). In these solu-
tions, packets or network flows are assigned to a pool of resources
to avoid overloading any particular resource, increasing the relia-
bility and throughput. To the best of our knowledge, load balancing
has not been previously applied within the realm of trust negotia-
tion. Naive replication of server-side credentials increases the like-
lihood of compromising the server’s long-term secrets; our RMTN
protocols avoid this problem by replicating short-lived proxy cer-
tificates that allow helper nodes to operate on the server’s behalf
without risking the safety of long-term secrets.

The crux of the RMTN protocol is its ability to allow servers
safely delegate the execution of a trust negotiation session to a set
of helper nodes. Outsourcing of security protocols has been consid-
ered within the context of cryptographic puzzles (e.g., [4, 11]) that
force clients to carry out an expensive computation prior to being
granted access to a server. To be effective, puzzles need to be inex-
pensive to generate and verify, yet hard to solve. Waters et al. [19]
show how puzzle generation can be offloaded to a so-called bastion
to reduce the computational burden at servers. Although similar in
spirit to RMTN, these puzzles are used to rate-limit requests rather
than authenticate users.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Trust negotiation has been proposed as an expressive means of

access control for open environments in which users and resources
may not have a priori established relationships. Despite its advan-
tages, the state management overheads associated with conducting
many trust negotiation sessions can be significant. In this paper,
we proposed remote-mode trust negotiation (RMTN) as a means
of mitigating these costs. RMTN safely delegates the interactive
portions of the trust negotiation process to helper nodes that carry
out the trust negotiation process and generate third-party verifiable
receipts attesting to the outcomes of the processes. As a result,
resource servers need only to verify this receipt prior to serving
content, which is a lightweight process. We proposed the RMTN
protocol in this paper, experimentally verified that RMTN greatly
decreases server response time, and showed that the use of the pro-
tocol compromises neither the correctness of the trust negotiation
process nor the long-term credentials held by the resource server.

In the future, we hope to extend this work in two directions.
First, it would be beneficial to carry out experiments that test the



utility of inexpensive platforms for RMTN. As the main drawback
of trust negotiation is its serial nature, rather than computational
or communication overheads, it seems reasonable to expect that
RMTN helpers can be much less powerful than resource servers.
The ability to leverage old or outdated hardware to respond dy-
namically to the changing access needs of an organization would
solidify RMTN’s utility over that of naive replication of resource
servers. Second, protocols that enable the resource server to syn-
chronize policies and proxy certificates with its helpers in an effi-
cient manner need to be researched to allow servers to keep their
security environment consistent.
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